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Abstract

A method of calculation of the triple-differential cross section of the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb
Coulomb breakup at astrophysically relevant energies E of the relative motion of the breakup
fragments, taking into account the three-body (a — d — 208P6) Coulomb effects and the contri-
butions from the El- and E2- multipoles, including their interference, has been proposed. The
new results for the astrophysical S-factor of the direct radiative capture d(a,-y)6Li reaction at
E < 250 keV have been obtained. It is shown that the experimental triple-differential cross sec-
tion of the 208Pb(®Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup can also be used to give information about the
value of the modulus squared of the nuclear vertex constant for the virtual decay &Li —>• a + d.
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1 Introduction

It is well-known that the radiative capture d(a, ^y)6Li reaction is of great interest as one of sources
of the 6Li creation in the early Universe [1,2]. However, up to now in nuclear astrophysics the
problem of obtaining reliable experimental astrophysical S-factors, S^J'(E), for the d(a,~f)6Li
reaction at astrophysically relevant energies E (E < 300 keV) is still unsolved.

A direct measurement of the S^/(E) for the d(a,j)6Li reaction covers the energy region
E > 700 keV [2]. The only available experimental data for the S^f(E) in the energy region
100 < E < 600 keV are those obtained from the triple -differential cross section (TDCS) anal-
ysis of the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup taking into account only a contribution from
the E2- multipole [3]. However, from the TDCS analysis of the 20SPb{6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb
breakup a reliability of the given information about the S^f(E) depends on taking into account
the contributions of both the nuclear breakup amplitude and the interference between the El-
and E2- multipoles in correct manner. But the pure Coulomb breakup can be experimentally
approached by the appropriate choice of the reaction kinematics, for instance, for scattering
at energies well above the Coulomb barrier but with small reflection angles and a sufficiently
large cutoff parameter RQ being beyond the range of the radius RN of the 208Pb —6 Li- nuclear
interaction (Ro > RN). However taking into account a contribution of the El-multipole into
the TDCS for the 208 Pb(6 Li, ad)2m Pb Coulomb breakup at astrophysically relevant energies E
(E < 300 keV) of the relative motion of the breakup fragments is required for obtaining reliable
data of the Se

a
xf{E), although the El-contribution into the TDCS of the 208Pb(eLi,ad)208Pb

Coulomb breakup is negligible [4-6] while it is noticeable into the astrophysical S-factor of the
d(a,ry)6Li reaction at astrophysically relevant energies [7-9]. It should be stressed that the ac-
curate calculation of the El- and E2- contributions in the TDCS of the 208Pb(<iLi,ad)20SPb
Coulomb breakup can influence noticeably on the obtained data of the S^f(E) at extremely
low energies. However, in a paper[3] the data for the S^f(E) have been obtained by means of
the TDCS analysis of the 208Pb(6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup without taking into account
the El-contribution although it was noted the importance of the .El-contribution at extremely
low energies. Perhaps that is one of the possible reasons of the observed discrepancy between
the results of the calculation [8,9] and the experimental data [3] for the astrophysical S-factor
of the d(a,'j)(iLi reaction in the energy range E < 300 keV.

In the present work, a method of the TDCS analysis for the 208Pb{6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb
breakup is developed within the framework of the three-body approach [6,10], taking into account
the contributions of the El- and E2- multipoles, including their interference, for obtaining the
information of the astrophysical S- factor for the d(a, "f)6Li reaction at extremely low energies.
The contents of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the expression for the TDCS of the
208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup is derived taking into account the contributions from the
El- and E2- multipoles, including their interference. The consideration is carried out within
the framework of the three-body (a — d — A) approach, where A =208 Pb. In Section 3 a new
method for the extraction of the astrophysical S'-factor, S^f(E), for the d{a,^)(sLi reaction in
the energy range E < 250 keV is proposed using the results of Section 2 for the TDCS of the
Coulomb breakup considered. The conclusion is given in Section 4.



2 The triple-differential cross-section for the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb
Coulomb breakup

In this section we consider the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup reaction within the frame-
work of the three-body (a — d — A) approach. We assume that a breakup of QLi into the a-
particle and the deuteron takes place at relative distances of the colliding nuclei R exceeding
a value of the radius RN, i.e., R > RQ > R^, where i?o is the minimum distance of approach
of the colliding nuclei beginning with that an influence of nuclear interaction vanishes. If the
reaction kinematics is also restricted by rather low energies E then within the framework of
distorted waves approximation with the optical Coulomb potential of (A —6 Lz)-interaction, the
amplitude of the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup can be represented as [6,10]

Mc(ki,k/,kad)= / dRdr*^k (r.R^foRK^M^R). (1)
J R^R

Herein Iad(r) 1S the overlap integral for the wave function of the &Li nucleus in the (a + d)-
configuration, ^ . ( R ) is the Coulomb distorted wave function of the relative motion of the
A —6 Li- nuclei with the relative momentum kj, which satisfies the Schrodinger equation for the
"optical" Coulomb potential ^46^(-R), and

Wc(r, R) = VXa{vAa) + V^(rcM) - V^Li(R), (2)

where VS.7(r/g7) is the Coulomb potential of the interaction between the centers of mass of the
particles J3 and 7 and the vectors r^a and r ^ are denned by

1 2
rAQ = - R - ^ r ,rrfj4 = R - - r . (3)

The wave function ^k k (r, R) from the integrant in eq.(l) describes the relative motion of
the three-body {a-d- A) in the final state of the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup with
the relative momentum kQ^ of the (a — d)- pair and the relative momentum ky of the centers of
mass of the (a — d)-pair and the 208Pb nucleus. We use a procedure of choice of a value of the
cutoff parameter proposed in papers [11-13], i.e. the adopted value Ro is chosen not larger than
required by the condition of vanishing of the nuclear (A —6 Li) - interaction [13]. According to
this condition the value Ro is taken to be equal to Ro = RN + 7rZeLiZ\e2j'4Ei < b [11,12], where
a value R^ is taken as R^ = TJV(3\/6 +3 \/208), b is an impact parameter, Z@e is a charge of
the particle /?, E\ — k2/2^,AeLi and /zjg7 are the reduced mass of particles j3 and 7.

For the calculation of amplitude (1) it is necessary to know the exact three-body wave
function ^^ k (r)R) a nd the overlap integral Iad{r). In eq.(l) the presence of the overlap
integral /Qd(r) cuts off the integration region over variable r due to its asymptotic behaviour at
r —> 00, given by relation:

where Wa-g(x) is the Whittaker function, 77^ = ZaZ^e2^,aiilKa(i is the Coulomb parameter for

the (a + d)- bound state, na^ = \ /2/yf^, lac[ is the relative orbit angular momentum of the
deuteron and the a-particle in the (a + d)-bound state with the binding energy eQ(/, and Cad-iad is



the asymptotical normalization coefficient, related to the nuclear vertex constant (NVC)
for the virtual decay eLi —s- a + d as [14]:

Gad;lad = -i exp(i7rr)ad/2)Cad;iacr (5)
Had

But in eq.(l) the integration over variable R does not protect the analogous condition for the
overlap integral Iad(v) due to an oscillation of the integrant at R —> oo. Therefore, in amplitude
(1) the integration region includes the asymptotic region mainly with r/R <C 1 and R > RQ >
RN- On other hand, we are interested in the kinematic region of the 208Pb(®Li,ad)208Pb
Coulomb breakup with rather low energies E of the breakup fragments. Consequently, due to
the strong Coulomb repulsion between the three (a— particle, deuteron and 208Pb) particles in
the final state and well large value of cutoff parameter R® (RQ > RN), in amplitude (1) the
three-body wave function ^ k (r,R) can also be replaced by its purely Coulomb asymptotic

expression in the region r/R <C 1 and R > i?o- Such asymptotics of ^^ k (r, R) have been
found in recent papers [15,16]. It has the following form [15]:

<-l^R) = ^tad-y,f(r,R), (6)

t l / ^ J d { ) R - kAaR) + irjdAln(kdAR + kdAR)},

r / J ? < l , -R->oo.

Herein ^ (R)(r) ls *ne Coulomb wave function corresponding to the relative motion of the
o- particle and deuteron in the presence of the Coulomb field of the 208Pb - ion, qQd is the local
relative momentum of the a- particle and deuteron at a distance R from 208P6- ion [15]:

qQd(R) =kad + a(R)/R, (7)

where k^7 is the relative momentum of the particles (5 and 7, a(R) is determined by Eqs. (80),
(82) and (83) of paper[15] and R = R/i?. Since inequalities mA 2> wiQ, mA >̂ md and kad <C kj
hold in the kinematic region of the Coulomb breakup considered below, hereafter one can use
the approximations:

kdA ~ k /5 kAa ~ kf, (8)
me Li mf>Li

d Q

where r]j = ZAZ6Lie
2j.iA6Li/kf and mp is a mass of particle /3. Then the explicit expression

a(R) can be presented in the form [7,15]

For the overlap integral Iad{r) one can make use of the result of the multicluster dynamic
model with Pauli projection which was proposed in papers [17,18] within the framework of the
three-body (a — n — p) model. The overlap integral Iad(r) has the following form [18]:

Y . ^ l M i Y l a d V a i { r ) . (9)
led



Herein ipd{x) (ipe n{x, r)) is the wave function of a bound state of the deuteron (the 6Li in the
three (a — n — p)- model ), C^6/3 is the Clebsh - Gordon coefficient, Ma is the projection of a
spin of particle a, and Iad;iad(

r) is as [18]:

N

Ci;iade-b'^r\ (10)

where Ci-ttad and bi-ad are linear and nonlinear variational parameters, respectively. It should
be noted that the overlap integral (9) and (10) describes not only the experimental statisti-
cal characteristics and the electromagnetic form factors of the 6Li but it also has the correct
asymptotical behaviour given by Eq.(4) [18]. In our calculation the contribution from D-wave
(lad = 2) has not been taken into account since it is negligible [17,18].

Taking into account the Eqs. (6) and (9) as well using the leading terms of the asymptotical
expression at R > Ro —> oo for the Coulomb wave function 3>̂  (R) after an expansion of
Wc(r, R) into the multipoles [19], one can write the amplitude Mc(kf, kf,kad) as

_ , (11)

Mlmi{kl-k},kad) = e-i»ZAe f[

where u = r)f{Zd \n(md/m.6Li) + Za \n(ma/m6Li)]/Z6Li.
As is seen from Eqs. (11-13) the amplitude of the Coulomb breakup considered is not

expressed through the amplitudes of the photodisintegration process 7+6Lz —> a+d. The reason
for this is that the wave function of ad- scattering depends on the local momentum qa(*(R) in the
integrant of Eq.(13). Such dependence arises due to an influence of the Coulombic field of 208Pb
- ion on the relative momentum of the breakup fragments [15]. It should be noted that if one
neglects this influence in the Eq.(13), by replacing qQd(R) to kQ^, then the obtained amplitude,
^im (k-ad) multiplied by kl

ad represents the amplitude of the El- multipole transition for the
6Li + 7 —» Q + d process in the long-wave approximation.

(-)Now the wave function & ,R* (r) is expanded in partial waves as

= 47r E ilfe-UfFlf(\qad(K)\r)YlfVf(cla4K))Yl*l,f(r), (14)
lslus

where Fif(\qad(R)\r) is a radial part of the Coulomb wave function of the relative motion of
the a- particle and deuteron taking into account the Coulomb field of 208Pb - ion, and <5/, is ad
the Coulomb phase shift. Further, the kinematics of the Coulomb breakup considered is chosen
as in a paper[3]. That is the relative momentum kad is parallel to momentum ky. Then for the
local momentum qad(R) in the approximation up to terms of the order O(R~2), one has

qad(R) = kad (l + ̂ ^ ) , (15)



where C(kad) = 1.43 • 10 4r)f/kad. The approximation (15) is also valid at rather small values
of kad (or Ead) when the condition C(kad)/RQ <C 1 is satisfied.

Taking into account Eqs. (14) and (15) as well the determination for the a(R) of paper[15]
and after performing integration over the angle variables of the vector r, one can reduce the
expression for M£^(qQd(R)) to the following form

M^(kad; R) = efi
l
ad [ ̂  + ( - l ) ' J - I / drF,(gQd(i?)r)r;+2/Qd;0(r), (17)

C(kad)
Mlm.{kad;R) = 1 +

R

, W2" C(kad)
*<2Rcos2(e-f)

where COSBR = k^R, kad = ky, &2 = 2cr +1 and the direction of the vector kj (or kad) is aligned
along the Oz axis.

The triple-differential cross section in the c.m.s of the Coulomb breakup considered can be
represented as

d?a
(2TT)5

Mc{ki-khkad) (19)

where the amplitude Mc(kf, kf, kad) is determined by expressions (11), (12) and (16-18).
It can be seen from (11),(16)-(19) that the TDCS for the 208P6(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb

breakup can not be expressed only in the terms of the astrophysical S-factor for the El - multi-
pole:

J% f ^ \ (20)

where a^1 is the cross section for the M-multipole of the direct radiative capture reaction
a + d ->6 Li+ 7 and rj = ZaZde

2^ad/kad is the Coulomb parameter for the ad- scattering. That
is a result of the presence of the interference of El- and E2- multipoles into TDCS as well as of
the influence of the three - body (d — a —208 Pb) Coulomb effects in the final state.

The calculated triple-differential cross section (solid line) and the experimental data [3] are
shown in h'g.l. The calculation has been performed at the kinematics condition of a paper[3].
This is projectile energy 156 MeV for 6Li and 9d = 8a = 3°, where 9d{9a) is the detected angle of
the deuteron ( a- particle). For these kinematics and within admissible range of r^ = 1.36/m,
the calculated value of the cutoff parameter RQ is to be 12.4 /m, while a value of the radius
i?Ar of the nuclear (6Li —208 Pb)- interaction is about 10.5 fm. The relative contribution of the
£1- and E2- multipoles to the TDCS has also been estimated. The calculation showed that the
contribution of the .E2-multipole is dominated into TDCS in the energy range E > 250 keV,
but the contribution of the £l-multipole is enhanced with decrease energy E and reaches more
than 20% at astrophysically relevant energies (< 170 keV). That is due to the presence of the
interference term for El - and E2- multipoles in expression (19). For a comparison, a result of
the semiclassical method (dashed line) of paper[3], which has been obtained taking into account
the contribution only from the E2 - multipole, is displayed in fig.l. It can also be seen from
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fig.l that for the energy range E < 250fceK there is a good agreement between our results
and experimental data. The observed discrepancy between our results and experimental data
at E > 250 keV can apparently be connected by an influence of the nuclear interactions. This
assumption does not contradict with the result of TDCS calculation of paper[3], which has been
carried out within the semiclassical method[5,13]. According to paper[13], within the framework
of the semiclassical method, where the projectile is assumed to move on a Retherford orbit, the
expression for TDCS corresponding to the £?/-multipole at fixed angles 0d and 9a of breakup
fragments as function of the energy E can be factorized by the cross-section a^l{E) for the
•E'J-multipole and by the virtual photon number per unit solid angle ilj, driEi/dQ}. In paper[3]
only the contribution of the £'2-multipole to TDCS has been taken into account (fig.l, dashed
line). From here it follows that in the TDCS calculating the information of a contribution of the
nuclear interaction between the breakup fragments is only contained to the cross section cr7 (E) of
the d(a, y)&Li reaction in the energy range where a contribution of the E2 - multipole is mainly
dominant. Therefore, for quantitative estimation of an influence of nuclear ad- interaction on
TDCS it is sufficient for us to perform a calculation for the ratio R^ = a^N(E)/a^(E), where
a^N(a^) is the total cross section of the d(a,~f)6Li reaction taking into account the Coulomb
- nuclear (Coulomb) ad- interaction. The result calculation is displayed in fig.2. As is seen
from this figure with enhancement of the energy E an influence of nuclear ad- interaction on
the cross section a1{E) consequently, and on TDCS is noticeably increased in the energy range
with E > 2b0keV. But its influence is unnoticeable at E < 250keV, being less than 10
percent. These facts confirm our assumption that in TDCS calculation of the Coulomb breakup
considered at astrophysically relevant energies (< 250A;eV) it is sufficient to take into account
only Coulomb interaction in the final states.

Thus, from here it follows that in the energy range (say, at energies E more than a some
value Eg) where the contribution from the E2- multipole into TDCS and the cross section
(J~j{E) is dominant the results of paper[3] are reliable both for TDCS and for the astrophysical
S-factor of the d(a,j)eLi reaction. However, the presence of a good agreement between the
experimental data for the TDCS of the Coulomb breakup considered and the results of paper[3]
obtained without taking into account the contribution of the El-multipole in the energy range
with E < 250keV, where the contribution of the El-multipole to TDCS must be not disregarded
in reality, can be apparently associated with following circumstance.

In paper[3] a calculation of TDCS has been carried out using the linear interpolation formula
Sad(E) = [(0.91 ±0.18) + (2.92±0.66)£] • 10"5 MeVmb for the astrophysical S-factor anywhere
in the energy range pointed out in fig.l. But this interpolation formula reproduces the energy
dependence of the astrophysical S-factor , Sa(t(E), for the d(a,j)6Li reaction at energies E > EQ,
where the contribution of the El-multipole is sufficiently unnoticeable. Therefore, using this
exprapolation formula can hardly justified for the energy range where the contributions from
both the El- and E2- multipoles are noticeable (E < EQ), because the analytical properties
of the function Sad{E) (or the cross-section) and the used interpolation formula on the E-plan
may not be the same, so that the interpolation formula could be applied for the extrapolation
of these data[20]. Besides, the calculation showed that the interpolation formula Sad(E) =
[(0.91 ± 0.18) + (2.92 ± 0M)E • 10"5 MeV rnb leads to high values for the astrophysical S-factor
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in a part of the energy range (E < Eo) where the contribution of the .El-multipole becomes the
same or even greater than the contribution of the £"2-multipole. This in turn leads to low values
of the virtual photon number, due to the absence into the TDCS of the contribution of the
jEl-multipole, involving also an important interference term of the El- and the E2- multipoles.
Since in paper [3] the experimental astrophysical S-factors, S^f(E), are presented as the ratio
of the experimental TDCS to the virtual photon number, dn^/df)/ [21], then an application of
this relation for getting the information of the astrophysical S-factor for the d(a, "f)6Li reaction
in the energy range E < EQ may give high values for the astrophysical 5-factor , S^f(E), due to
low values of the real virtual photon number. Consequently, in paper[3] in the used expression
for the TDCS

at energies with E < EQ each of the co-multipoliers in it r.h.s. do not correspond to a dominating
mechanism of the Coulomb breakup considered, while their product coincides with experimental
data. Perhaps that is a true reason of the observed discrepancy between the values calculated
[8,9] and the extracted experimental data[3] for the astrophysical S-factors of the d(a,j)6Li
reaction in the energy range with E < 300 keV.

One would like to draw attention to the following. There is a contradiction between our
deduction, concerning influence of nuclear a — d interaction in the final state of the
208Pb(6Li,ad)20SPb Coulomb breakup, and results of papers[22,23]. To find out a reason of
this, one should discuss the approximations used by the authors of papers[22,23]. In those
works the three-body approaches[6,24] have been applied for a comparative analysis between
TDCS calculated and the same experimental data of the 208Pb(6Li, ad)20SPb Coulomb breakup
in the energy range beginning from E ~ 70 keV up to a vicinity of the resonance peak at
energy E = 710 keV. The resonance peak observed in the experimental TDCS is assumed to
correspond to the mechanism, going through a formation of the resonance 6Li* (2,186 MeV; 3+)
in the intermediate state. In paper[23] the resonance amplitude[22] is added to the amplitude
of the direct Coulomb breakup, which has the same form as that of eq. (1). As a result in
paper[23], a good agreement between TDCS calculated and the experimental data in the energy
range 70 < E < HQkeV has been achieved. But in paper[23] a value of the cutoff parameter Ro
was taken to be equal to the radius RN (< 11 fm), that is a violaltion of the condition Ro > i?/v
has been admitted. On our opinion in eq.(l) if one put Ro = Rpj then taking into account the
nuclear part of the breakup amplitude is also required for the process considered[19]. Besides
in works[22,23] it was assumed that a contribution from the nuclear ad-interaction between
the breakup fragments is negligibly small everwhere in the energy range E < 710fceV[23].
However, our calculation and the results of a paper[3] show that in reality in the energy range
E > 250 keV an influence of the nuclear ad - interaction in the continuum both for Coulomb
breakup considered and for the d(a,j)6Li reaction is not negligibly small, especially, when a
value E is going to the vicinity of the resonance energy at E ~ 710A:eF (fig.2).



3 Astrophysical 5-factor for the d(a, 7)6Lz reaction at astrophys-
ically relevant energies

In this section we discuss a problem of the extraction of the astrophysical S-factor, S^f(E), for

the direct radiative capture d(a,j)6Li reaction using the results of calculation of Sect.2 for the

TDCS of the 208Pb(6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup in the energy range E < 250A;eF.

The expression for TDCS, given by (19) which further is denoted by d?ath(E), as a function

of the energy E at the fixed angles 0a and Qd, can be presented in the following form

d3ath{E) = d3aE1(E) + d3aE2(E) + d3aint{E). (21)

Here the terms d3aEi and d3OEi are related to the contributions from the pure El- and E2-

multipoles, respectively, the third term d3aint(E) is related to their interference. As is seen from

Eqs. (11), (12), (16) - (19) there are two reasons not allowing directly to get the information

about the astrophysical S -factor,

Sad(E) = S^(E) + S^(E), (22)

for the d(a, 7)6Lz reaction from the TDCS analysis. First of them is arisen due to a correct

taking into account of the three-body Coulomb effects in the final state of the Coulomb breakup

considered. As was mentioned above in this case the Coulomb breakup amplitude is not ex-

pressed through the amplitude of the 5Li(/y,a)d photodisintegration (see, Eq. (17)) since in the

integrant of the Eq.(17) the wave function of the ad- scattering depends on the local momentum

Qad(R) but not only on the momentum ka(i- The second reason is connected with a presence of

the important interference term, d3aj^t(E), in the r.h.s. of Eq.(21), which doesn't allow us to

express the TDCS in terms only through the values of the S^}(E) and S^(E).

Consider every case from these ones separately. For this aim at first, one should estimate an

influence of the three-body Coulomb effects upon absolute values of the TDCS of the Coulomb

breakup considered. The calculation showed that in the energy range 70 < E < 250 keV for the

Coulomb breakup considered the contribution of the three- body Coulomb effects to the TDCS

is unnoticable and to be less than 5%. Then in the amplitude (17) one can substitute the local

momentum qad{R) by kaei:

( Z Z^

It should be also noted that this contribution to the TDCS is enhanced with a decrease of the

energy E and reaches about 10% at E ~ 25 keV. In this case the first two terms of the r.h.s. of

Eq.(21) can be expressed through the S^(E) and S^(E) as a factors, respectively. However

the El- and El- multipoles give different relative contributions for the TDCS, d3ath(E), and

for the astrophysical S-factor, Sad(E). For a visual clearness the table of the calculation results

both for the TDCS and for the astrophysical S-factor [8,9], obtained with taking into account

the El- and E2- multipoles (El + E2) as well only the E2 - multipole, are presented. The

Figures in brackets correspond to the -El - contribution values (on per cents) for the respective

magnitudes. As is seen from the table a degree of an influence of the El - contribution into
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values of Sad(E) is more large than into values of d3atfl(E). As is also seen from the table
the contribution of the El - multipole into the TDCS of the 20SPb(6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb
breakup enhances with decrease of the energy E and it reaches more than 25% in the energy
range with E < IQkeV. Such noticeable contribution of the .El-multipole into the TDCS of
208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup points out on an importance of taking into account the
interference of the El- and E2- multipoles to extract reliable values of the astrophysical S-factor,
Sad(E), for the d(a,'y)6Li reaction at astrophysically relevant energies. Namely, this important
circumstance has been mentioned by authors of a paper[3] but it was not taken into account in
their consideration.

With this aim below the analysis result of Sect.2 has been applied for getting the information
about the Sad{E) for the d(a, 7)6Li reaction in energy range with E < 250 keV. But in Eq.(21) a
presence of the interference term doesn't enable us to express the experimental TDCS d3aexp(E)
only through the astrophysical S-factor, Sad(E), as a factor form. However one should grow
an attention to the following circumstance. It is turn out that a contribution from the region
0 < r < 4/m into the TDCS given by Eqs (11), (12), (19) and (23) is strongly suppressed. To
demonstrate this fact one calculated the dependence of the TDCS d3ath(E) on cutoff radius ro
in the lower limit of integration over the variable r in the eq.(23). As an illustration, in fig.3
a dependence of the TDCS, d3oth(E), on the cutoff parameter ro only for the two energies is
plotted. The same dependence occurs at another energies up to 250keV. It is seen that the
value of d3ath(E) is virtually independent of the radius ro in the region ro < 4/m. Then,
at r > 4/m according to a paper[18], in Eq.(23) the Iad-,o(r) can be approximated by the
asymptotic expression (4). This circumstance enables us to factorize every term of the sum in
the r.h.s. of Eq.(21), according to the relations (4) and (5) as well Eqs (11), (12) and (23), by
the modulus squared of the value NVC for the virtual decay 6Li —> a + d, \Gad-fi\2'•

d3aEl{E) = \Gad.fi\
2d3aEl{E), (24)

d3amt(E) = \Gad.0\
2d3amt(E),

where the explicit expressions for the functions d3aEi(E) (I = 1, 2) and d35int(E) can be derived
from the Eqs (11), (12), (19) and (23) with taking into account a substitution of the overlap
integral IQd;o{'') (10) by the asymptotical relation (4) and (5). Thus inserting the relations (24)
into (21) the expression for the TDCS can be presented in the following form:

d3ath{E) = \Gad.0\
2d3dth(E), (25)

where the function d3atll(E) = d3OE\{E) + d3OE2{E) + d3aint(E) determines an energy de-
pendence of the TDCS. On the other hand, according to papers[8,9] a surface character of the
d(a,~f)6Li reaction at rather low energies (< 250 keV) allows us to present the S-factor, S^E),
in the following form:

% 2 f j (26)

where the explicit expression for the S^(E) (I = 1,2) can be found from Eq.(20) as well the
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formulae (6) and (7) of a paper [8] l. From Eqs (25) and (26) one find:

(27)

Sad{E) = d%vS)~Sad{E)' (28)

where Sad(E) = SJ%(E) + SJ%(E).
The expressions (27) and (28) allows us to obtain values of the NVC \Gad;o\lXp f°r the

virtual decay 6Li —>• a + d and of the astrophysical S-factor, S^f(E) for the d(a,'y)6Li reaction
at astrophysically relevant energies (< 250 keV) using the experimental TDCS d3aexp(E) [3]
instead of the d3atfl(E) and the adopted value of the cutoff parameter RQ = 12.4/m. The
results given here for |Gad;oleip a nd S^/(E) can be considered as an "indirect measurement" of
the NVC for the virtual decay 6Li —>• a + d and of the astrophysical S-factor for the d(a,j)6Li
reaction.

The experimental data d3aexp(E) have less than 30% uncertainty in the absolute cross-
section in the energy range 130 < E < 250keV and more than 40% at E < 110 keV. It should
be noted that at present these data are the only available those of d3aexp(E) at extremely low
energies. Therefore they are used by us for obtaining "indirect measurement" of the values of the
\Gad-fl\lxp a n d o f t n e SaXd(E) f r o m t h e s a m e experimental data putting d3ath(E) = d3aexp(E) in
the r.h.s. of Eqs (27) and (28) in the energy range where experimental uncertainty is less than
30% (130 < E < 250 keV). In figs. 4 and 5 the results are presented. In fig.4 we compare our
results for the \Ga(ffi\^Xp (circle points) with most available estimations of the other authors (solid
line) [25-27]. As is seen from fig.5 our results of an "indirect measurement" of the |GQd;o|eXp are
in a good agreement with the estimations: IC^d 2 = 0.42±0.02/m [25]; 0.41 ±0.06 fm [26] and
0.41 fm [27]. It should be also stressed that in the relation (27) the fraction d3aexp;{E)/d?ath(E)
doesn't practically depend on the energy E in the energy range 130 < E < 230 keV although
absolute value of the d?<jexp(E) noticeably depends on the energy and can be changed up to
two times. This fact and a presence of a good agreement between the \Gad;o\lxp

 a nd values
of the |GQC(;o|2 obtained by other authors allow us to conclude that the experimental TDCS
d3aexp(E) can be used as a independent source of getting the information about the NVC for
the virtual decay 6Li —>• a + d. The results for the S^f(E) (triangle points) are displayed in
fig.5. The obtained new data for the astrophysical S-factor, S^f(E), show a significant energy
dependence in the contrast to the data (square points) of a paper[3], which were obtained from
analysis of the same Coulomb breakup with taking into account only the E2- multipole. The
obtained here data for S^cf(E) are also in a good agreement with the theoretical predictions
(solid line)[8,9]. In fig.5 the result of our calculation for the Sad{E) of the d(a,'y)6Li reaction
with taking into account only the Coulomb a — d- scattering is also presented (dotted line). The
calculation shows a noticeable contribution of the nuclear a — d-scattering for the Sad(E) in
the energy range E > 250 keV. It should be stressed that our data for S^f(E) experimentally
confirm also the conclusions of the authors of papers [2,9] that the production rate of &Li via the
d(a,j)6Li reaction in the big bang nucleosynthesis is sufficiently small. Therefore this reaction

' it should be noted that there is a misprint in formula (9) from [8]: the factor / w should be replaced by
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gives a small contribution to the abundance of universal 6Li that may remove a long-standing
uncertainty in big-bang nucleosynthesis about a quantitative creation of 6Lz. But for giving
a final answer on this question a further improvement of the experimental uncertainty for the
Coulomb breakup considered with more than 30-40 % till less than 10% is desirable. It should
be allowed to obtain the "indirect measured" data of the astrophysical S-factor, S^/(E) at
astrophysically relevant energies with smaller experimental uncertainty. For this aim the GLi
Coulomb breakup experiment should be repeated.

4 Conclusion

In this study the triple differential cross section of the 208Pb(6Li,ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup at
astrophysically relevant energies E (< 250 keV) of the relative motion of breakup fragments has
been investigated in detail within the three-body (20SPb — a — d) approach with correct taking
into account the contributions from the El- and El- multipoles, including their interference.
It is shown an importance of a correct taking into account of the contribution from the .El-
and E2- multipoles into the TDCS of the 208Pb{6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup to get a reliable
information about the astrophysical S- factor, Sad(E) for the d(a,j)QLi reaction in the energy
range with E < 2hQkeV. The obtained new data for the S^d

p(E) show significant energy
dependence in the contrast to the data of a paper[3], which were obtained within the framework
of the semiclassical method using the same Coulomb breakup reaction but with taking into
account only the E2-contribution. Our new data for the astrophysical S-factor S^f(E) are in
a good agreement with theoretical predictions[8,9] and confirm also the results of papers[2,9]
about the production rate of the 6Li in the big-bang nucleosynthesis.

It is also demonstrated that at extremely low energies E the experimental TDCS for the
208P6(6Li,ad)208P6 Coulomb breakup[3] can be used as an independent source of obtaining the
information about the values of NVC for the virtual decay 6Li —» a + d.

From the theoretical point view one feel that there is a necessity in future improvement
of this method within the framework of the distorted-wave approach with taking into account
nuclear interactions both in the initial and in the filial states. This would allow us to avoid a
possible unresolved uncertainty from the nuclear breakup amplitude, especially, in that region
of the energy E (> 2b0keV) where the Coulomb and the nuclear breakup coexist as well to
find the overall energy range where the method of developing and the semiclassical method
could give the same results for the S^f(E) . In this case a value of the cutoff parameter Bo is
expected to be chosen RQ = Z2jv[19] since an accurate taking into account of nuclear interactions,
as a rule, leads to a strong suppress an interior region of the colliding nuclei. In this direction
additional experimental and theoretical efforts are also required to have reliable data on the
elastic 6Li —208 Pb, a —208 Pb and d —208 Pb scattering. Besides it is great interest to carry
out an analogous study for the other breakup processes (like, (7Li,at), (7Be,a3He), (sB,p7Be)
etc.) for astrophysical applications. For these processes the influence of the three-body Coulomb
effects is noticeable larger than for the 208Pb{6Li, ad)208 Pb breakup[28]. At present such studies
are under consideration.
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Table 1

E -keV

70.0

90.0

110.0

130.0

170.0

210.0

230.0

250.0

ScTtu

E2

1.37

4.69

1.16

2.35

6.67

1.

10

10

10

10

10

40

1.89

2.46

(E)

- 2

- 2

- 1

- 1

- 1

1

6

1

2

mb/MeV sr2

El

82-10

.05-10

46-10

89-10

7.91-10

1.62

2.16

2.79

+ E2

~2 (33%)

- 2 (29%)

- 1 (26%)

- 1 (25%)

- 1 (19%)

(16%)

(14%)

(13%)

Sad{E) — MeV nb

E2

1.07

1.34

1.68

2.06

2.93

4.19

4.48

5.08

El

2.57

2.82

3.39

3.89

4.99

6.60

6.89

7.59

+ E2

(140%)

(110%)

(102%)

(89%)

(70%)

(58%)

(54%)

(49%)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. The triple-differential cross section of the 208Pb(eLi, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup at EeLi =
156 MeV. Data points are from paper[3]. The solid curve is our result and the dashed curve is
the result of a paper[3].

Fig.2. An energy dependence of the ratio of the astrophysical S-factor for the d(a, -y)6Li re-
action taking into account Coulomb - nuclear ad-scattering (S^d

w(E)) from papers[8,9] to the S-
factor calculated taking into account only Coulomb ad-scattering (S^d(E)) ( i^ = 5^f(E)/S^

Fig.3 The triple-differential cross section for the 208Pb(6Li, ad)208Pb Coulomb breakup as a
function of the cutoff radius r^.

Fig.4. The value |Gad;o|2 for the virtual decay 6Li —> a + d. The square points are our
results. The solid line is the average value of the |Ga(f;o|2 from papers[25-27].

Fig.5. The astrophysical S-factor for the d(a, "f)&Li reaction. The triangle points are our
results and the square points are the data from a paper[3]. The solid line shows the results for
the El + El multipoles from[8,9] taking into account Coulomb-nuclear ad- scattering and the
dashed line shows our result taking into account only Coulomb ad-scattering.
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